
 

Geometry dash is a 2D side-scrolling game app with over 50 million downloads. It has been the most downloaded paid game on
iOS in 2013, and was the 16th top-grossing iPhone app of 2014. The objective of Geometry Dash is to create a path using
floating geometric shapes to reach an end point, completing certain missions along the way. Along with its built-in levels,
players are also able to download user-created levels from the online community. Geometry Dash uses a level editor for players
to make their own custom levels including "secret coins" for purchase within the App Store version of the game. The game was
later re-released on Nintendo 3DS, Xbox One, and Android. With the release of Geometry Dash 2: Dimensions, the game is
usually referred to as "Geometry Dash 2". The game was originally released for iOS devices on September 22, 2012, with the
name Geometry Dash. However, after its release it was changed to Geometry Dash Galaxy to avoid confusion with this game
this time (to sway away from the simple but occupied title). The game has since become the most downloaded paid app in 2012.
The player flies through geometric shapes in order to reach an end point. Players are able to customize their character's design
by changing skin color and hair style. The game has a total of over 200 levels available, and the player must complete 10 unique
levels, or "worlds", by reaching the end point to each. When a world is completely cleared, a reward can be used to unlock
freestyle mode. The objective is to create a path using designed shapes such as triangles and squares that acts as different
vehicles that can hover, float or fly through obstacles in order to reach an endpoint that completes the level. Along with its built-
in levels, players are also able to download user-created levels from online community. Similar to many other mobile games and
apps including Super Mario Bros., players must touch the screen within a time limit in order for their character to jump or move
forward. The player can also "walk" or move in this game by tapping the screen like other games. The game was later released
on Nintendo 3DS. The game was later re-released on Xbox One, and Android. With the release of Geometry Dash 2:
Dimensions, the game is usually referred to as "Geometry Dash 2". A total of 49 levels are unlocked in Geometry Dash
(2013)/Geometry Dash Galaxy (2013), with over 200 levels available to download through in-app purchase. Levels 1-18 consist
of basic platforming physics; while levels 19-39 consist of simple racing physics; while level 40 consists of both racing and
platforming physics. At the end of each level, a medal would be awarded based on the player's number of jumps. A bronze
medal means that the player made less than or equal to 1 jump; silver means that the player made less than or equal to 2 jumps;
gold means that the player made 3 or more jumps. A completion award is awarded for completing 5 levels in one world, which
gives 10 diamonds. The game has received an overwhelming amount of downloads since its release. The game also received
positive reviews from many critics. IGN said it's "a good way to burn 5 minutes here and there." Touch Arcade said it is "An
enjoyable platformer with some unique mechanics.
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